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ABSTRACT: This paper presents an experimental pulse generator, destined to study the possibilities to facilitate the breakdown of 
the dielectric liquid in Electric Discharge Machining (EDM). Some theoretic considerations,  regarding the possibility to improve the 
breakdown conditions of the dielectric liquid, are briefly presented. The principle and design of the generator are described, starting 
from an initial list of requirements, in direct relation with the proposed experimental goal. The results of several tests of the 
generator, in significant operation regimes, are presented. Oscillograms of electric parameters and microscope images of the erosion 
craters obtained with this pulse generator are finally presented. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
Experimental data published by different researchers indicate 
an important ratio of open circuit pulses during the EDM 
process [3]. Therefore, reducing the number of open circuit 
pulses could increase significantly the machining performance. 
The prognosis of open circuit pulses is extremely difficult, or 
even impossible to do. So, it was necessary to search for a 
solution to increase the probability to obtain the breakdown of 
the dielectric liquid, transforming thus an open circuit pulse in 
a productive one.  

The solution proposed by the authors consists in dividing the 
voltage pulse in a large number of elementary pulses, realising 
by that an intensification of the thermal phenomena in the 
dielectric liquid, favouring the breakdown process. The 
presence of a high voltage on the gap has a global stimulating 
effect on the dielectric liquid, preparing the breakdown 
conditions. On a microscopic level there are the following 
phenomena acting in the gap [2]: 

 The electrons extracted from the cathode are accelerated to 
the  anode by the   electric force. The electrons transfer their 
energy to the atoms they collide, generating heat and/or 
creating electron-ion pairs which, in their turn, will be 
accelerated in the electric field, realising other collisions.  
 The polar molecules in the dielectric liquid are submitted 

to rotation moments, tending to align their electric axes with 
the electric field force lines. During their rotation movement 
the molecules interact, generating heat (Fig.1). 

 
Figure 1. Rotation of polar molecules in electric field  

 The non-polar molecules are polarised by deformation due 
to the electric forces and are submitted, in their turn, to rotation 
moments, with the same effect. 
 The irregularities on the electrodes surface generate 

volumes with non-uniform electric field, where the ions and 
polar molecules are concentrated an accelerated (Fig.2). 

 
Figure 2.  Motion of polar molecules 

 in non-uniform electric field  

A theoretical study [1],[2] realised by the authors of this paper 
sustains the hypothesis of an intensification of thermal 
processes in the dielectric liquid, when a divided voltage pulse 
is applied to the gap. This mathematic model shows the 
dependence of the thermal effect in the dielectric liquid on the 
circuit parameters, pulse parameters and gap geometry. Thus, it 
makes it possible to identify appropriate action ways, to 
intensify this effect. 

As a conclusion : for a specified value d of the gap, applying a 
divided pulse could realize an electric discharge when a non-
divided pulse, equivalent in time and voltage with the first one, 
cannot do it.  

To test this solution, a pulse generator, able to detect in real 
time an open circuit pulse and to apply in succession a divided 
pulse has to be conceived. In real operation conditions, this 
generator has to be adaptable to the momentary state of the gap 
in the sense that, if a pulse realising a normal discharge is 
detected, the process has to be allowed to continue normally. 
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 It is well known that the probability of open circuit pulses 
increases during the roughing regime of EDM, when the offal 
exhaust conditions are harder and the gap has to be larger. The 
conception of the experimental pulse generator was therefore 
adapted to the roughing conditions of the EDM process.  

2. INITIAL REQUIREMENTS  
The main idea in conceiving the experimental stand was to 
reproduce as faithfully as possible the real parameters of the 
roughing regime of EDM [2],[3]. 

To find out the influence of pulse parameters on the ignition 
and material removing effects of single electric discharges, an 
appropriate measuring and recording system has been 
conceived. 

In order to compare the effects of divided pulses and non-
divided pulses, the generator was designed to realize both types 
of pulses. 

The command unit of the generator was realized using a 
programmable logic device, in order to adapt the operation to 
different experiment requirements. 

To make applicable the results of this research in real 
machining conditions, the experimental pulse generator was 
designed to operate as similar as possible to a real one, of the 
point of view of electric parameters. 

3. PRINCIPLE OF THE PULSE GENERATOR  
The basic idea in conceiving this pulse generator was to 
reproduce as faithfully as possible the real parameters of the 
roughing regime of EDM, in the conditions of single 
discharges, using a divided and/or a non-divided pulse. The 
main parts of the experimental stand are shown in Fig.3. 

 
Figure 3. Principle of the pulse generator 

The pulse generator contains a power DC source, a static 
switch, a current limitation element and a control block. A 
measuring and registration system makes accessible the 
process parameters. The design was realised respecting the 
initial requirements. 

4. THE POWER CIRCUIT 
The primary source of energy is shown in Fig.4. A separating 
transformer mo insulates the work zone in relation to the power 
network. An autotransformer m1 realizes adjustable voltage, in 

the range 0…240V. A rectifier p and a filtering element C are 
used to obtain filtered direct voltage, in the range 0…340V. 
The capacitive filter can be discharged by an auxiliary circuit, 
when the generator is out of operation. 

 
Figure 4. Primary source  

The structure of the discharge circuit is presented in Fig.5 . The 
main circuit contains a power static switch (T) realised with an 
insulated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT), a power resistor block 
(R1,R2)  limiting and adjusting the discharge current, a start 
resistor (Ra), assuring the minimal current to bring into 
conduction the static switch and an over-voltage protection 
group (Rp,Cp). The IGBT device contains a bipolar NPN high 
voltage power transistor controled by an nMOS transistor. 
Thuch a device was chosen because of its advantages to realise 
high speed switching at high power and requiring a simple 
control circuit. In order to reproduce the real switch time 
intervals appearing in the hardest roughing regime of EDM, the 
IGBT was chosen to have the nominative current much higher 
than is necessary in this experimental stand. 

 
Figure 5. The discharge circuit 

The main performances of this circuit are : 
 ignition voltage : Ua = 0…340 V DC 
 discharge current : Id = 0,1 A…50 A  
 maximum frequency : fmax = 10 KHz 

5. THE ADAPTER 
The adapting circuit  transforms digital TTL signals from a 
command unit in signals compatibles with the power IGBT. It 
also insulates the electronic control unit from the high power 
circuit.  

The structure of this adapter is shown in Fig.6. The circuit 
receives 5V pulses (TTL) from the digital control unit and 
delivers 15V pulses to the IGBT. Using an  optocoupler (phc1) 
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to transfer the signal, the 5V and 15V circuits are completely 
insulated. The signal of the optocupler is amplified and 
inverted by the T2 transistor. The output is protected against 
over voltage (D2). It contains also a resistor (R10), to discharge 
the electrostatic charge from the gate of the field effect 
transistor included in the IGBT.  

 
Figure 6. The adapting circuit 

6. THE CONTROL UNIT 
The digital control circuit of the static switch was conceived in 
such a manner that its operation logic can be easily adapted to 
different experimental requirements. That is why a complex 
programmable logic device (CPLD) has been used to 
implement this circuit [4]. This device is in site 
reprogrammable until 100 times, in ISR system [4]. 

First, the control logic was set to realise a programmable 
sequence of n pulses ( n = 1...31 ), with modifiable frequency 
and pulse width, inside the limits admitted by the power static 
switch. The structure of the control unit is shown in Fig.7. 

 
Figure 7. Structure of the control unit 

The pulse parameters (frequency, pulse width and amplitude) 
are fixed by an pilot pulse source (HM-8030-6) .  

The number of pulses in a sequence (n) is prescribed by an 
input block and shown on display unit. The command pulses 
(f) are sent to the static switch by a logic gate. This gate is 
controlled by a comparator, that tests the coincidence of the 
prescribed number of pulses with the real one, detected by a 
counter.  

A D-flip-flop syncronises the gate with the falling edge of the 
signal f. So, only complete pulses will be transmited to the 
static switch.   

An open collector gate (oc) is finaly used to adapt the signal to 
the next electronic block.  The generation of a pulse sequence 
is led by a controller, in accordance with the state diagram 
shown in Fig.8. 

The control unit was designed using VHDL language [4] and 
implemented on a complex programmable logic device 
(CPLD)  CY7C372i-66JC  [4], using the ISR2.2 programming 
software [4].   

 
Figure 8. State diagram of the controller 

7. TESTS 
The pulse generator was submitted to classic tests : in open 
circuit, in shortcut and in charge. 

7.1. Open circuit test 
The capability of the generator to realise single pulses, divided 
in n = 1...31 elementary pulses, was tested. Some results are 
shown in Fig.9. The command pulses are visible on the top and 
the open circuit voltage pulses on the bottom of the 
oscillograms. 

 

 
Figure 9. Oscillograms of open circuit test 
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7.2. Shortcut test 
The capability of the power circuit to support high values of 
current was tested. Fig.10 shows some results. The command 
pulses are visible on the top and the shortcut current pulses on 
the bottom of the oscillograms. 

 

 
Figure 10. Oscillograms of shortcut test 

7.3. Testing the pulse generator in real charge 
To test the capability of the generator to realize electric 
discharges, an experimental EDM device was used [2]. Fig.11 
presents the oscillogram of a discharge obtained with a single 
non-divided pulse. In Fig.12 are shown some discharges 
obtained with divided pulse. In all the oscillograms the voltage 
on the gap is represented on the upper side of the image and the 
discharge current on the lower side.  

 
Figure 11. Oscillogram of an electric discharge 

 realized with a single non-divided pulse 

8. CONCLUSIONS 
The experimental pulse generator was conceived to reproduce 
in laboratory the typical conditions of the EDM roughing 
regime. The static switch was realized using a power IGBT. 
The generator releases pulses with an ignition voltage in the 
range from 0 to 340V. It is able to deliver current pulses in the 
range from 0,1A to 50A, and a duration from 100µs  to 
10000µs. The control unit of the static switch was realized with 
an ISR-CPLD (In System Reprogrammable-Complex 

Programmable Logic Device), which can be reprogrammed 
several times in order to adapt the control logic to the different 
requirements of the experimental program.  

A first stage in the experimental program had as a goal to 
verify the assumption that a divided pulse generates additional 
heat in the dielectric liquid,  increasing the probability of an 
electric discharge. The results shown in Fig.12 validate this 
hypothesis. 

 
Figure 12. Oscillograms of electric discharges 

realized by divided pulses  
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